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Which Body Shape Are You?
Look like a star with the Shop Translated body type guide! We’ll show you how to identify
your body type and give you the inside scoop on building a wardrobe that will flatter your
figure in no time. This guide will show you how to work your assets, de-emphasize trouble
areas, and step out looking like you’re ready for the red carpet!

Pick Your Body Type
PEAR BODY TYPE
DESCRIPTION: You’re lean in the neck, shoulder, and waist areas, and you are rockin’
one bodacious bum!
CELEBRITY PEARS: Beyoncé, Jennifer Lopez, Alicia Keys
SHOP TRANSLATED ADVICE: The trick you want to master is balance. You can create it
by choosing blouses that are fitted at the waist and flare out at the hips. Attract attention to
your delicate décolleté by choosing pieces with fun and funky details at the neck and
collar. Your strut never looked sexier than in A-line dresses and skirts that highlight your
leaner assets. Wear pieces that add flare at the bottom to help cover up bothersome
bulges. And don’t forget to spice up every outfit by accessorizing! Sassy scarves and eyecatching necklaces will bring color to your ensemble and draw attention upwards to that
mesmerizing smile.

APPLE BODY TYPE
DESCRIPTION: You have lean limbs and a juicy midsection. Your secret for looking
fabulous is to play up your voluptuous breasts and show off those sexy arms and legs.
CELEBRITY APPLES: Nikki Blonsky, Rosie O’Donnell, Camryn Manheim
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SHOP TRANSLATED ADVICE: Be daring! Show off those sexy gams by donning mini
skirts and dresses in flowy, flirty fabrics. Sleeveless tops will put your arms and that lovely
visage at center stage. Shop for shirts with a little extra length to cover that tummy, and
look for distinct bust areas to create a dazzling and defined figure. Accessorize with bold
scarves or eye-popping earrings. Last but not least, treat your feet to some snazzy shoes –
a surefire way to put a little sass in your step.

HEART BODY TYPE
DESCRIPTION: The heart-shaped woman has it all going on in the bust area!
Look for bright colors and prints that rock your booty and balance out your generous bust
line.
CELEBRITY HEARTS: Salma Hayek, Queen Latifah, Toccara Jones
SHOP TRANSLATED ADVICE: Shop for tops that lengthen and slim your torso while
flaunting the assets you’re boasting in your upper regions. If you dare, deep V-necks are
perfect. Or you can choose fitted scoop-neck shirts with a slimming, defined bust. Bold
print skirts and flared pants will balance out your bottom half by generating a little extra
width down below. Look for bright colors that put the spotlight on your lower half, and
accessorize with an oversized belt to emphasize your waist and give your body a sexy
hourglass figure that will stop them dead in their tracks!

Disclaimer: The celebrities mentioned above do not represent or endorse this website, and their names are used here as
body type examples only.
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